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THE PROJECT
In the two decades following 1960 the town of Clemson achieved
a growth and prosperity that was without precedent in local
history.

This expansion, however, was not entirely successful.

This statement is best demonstrated by the example of the
major commercial zone's development.

By now the largest and

busiest shopping district in the town, it has taken the form
of a "strip" flanking the busiest highway of the region.

This

development grew up on a scale and in a context divorced from
the urban fabric of Clemson.

In other words< downtown was

abandoned for the periphery of a highway.
The very nature of strip development
upon the automobile.

implies complete reliance

In the case of Clemson, this was cmnpli-

cated by the manifold values of the site itself.

Not only was

the site large enough to support the new commercial center of
the town:

it was poised on the major traffic interchange and

could serve as the gateway to the community.

While the auto-

mobile was correctly acknowledged as the primary means of the
locals in getting from point A to point B, the site had excellent
potential as the nexus of transportation.

This could have includ e d

train service as well as pedestrians, bicyclists, and even boaters.
In this respect, the commercial strip failed.

In the extremely
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limited sense of rapid speculative development, however, the
strip was a success.

There is, of course, no doubt that this

site could have been developed from the beginning to be more
profitable to its backers and its owners.

This was obscured

by time, opportunity, and the fact that the site, having been
divided into "lots''( had several owners, each operating independently of the other.

The fact that more comprehensive

planning was never initiated is the rule and not the exception.
works.

Even taking this inertia into consideration, the strip
The businesses located there are flourishing, and more

are planned for the lots still left open.

The strip works,

but only in the very limited context of the "automotive society".
The site is already nearly filled.

Expansion of facilities,

except in the most narrow sense, is impossible.

Expansion

will be accomplished in the most elementary of ways:

more land

along this and other highways will be reserved for strip development.

It is the nature of the strip to spread horizontally in

the directions of least resistance.

The strip spreads on the

city map like an amoeba, but differs from the amoeba by its
confinement to a single plane.
As a type, the strip daily grows increasingly expensive in terms
of land, materials, and fuel.

It could well become obsolete.

12

There may be an argument for the strip as a stopgap method of
land use until the value of the land merits a more comprehensive
development.

But there is already a legacy of strips, and more

will certainly be built.

And it is in this sense that the strip

is the urban frontier of the future.
If the strip is doomed, it is not because it is inherently ugly
or wasteful or manifests spectacularly bad taste:
are nothing new.

these traits

It is doomed because from the standpoint of

economics, its time is past.

This legacy of strips, such as

the one in Clemson, represents a new challenge to the politic~an,
the merchant, the citizen, and the architect.
The problem in the narrow context of profitable land development
is to adapt the Clemson site to the changing economic environment by making it more competitive with existing and anticipated
commercial settlements.

To accomplish this goal, the site and

its facilities would be analyz.e d so that expansion and improvement could be planned to allow the minimum interruption of trade
and the best possible use of the buildings in the interim period.
As for making the strip site competitive, this means expanding
on-site facilities, making shopping there appealing to the
customer, and providing for the possibility of future expansion.

13
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Within the broader context of the architect, however, the
problem is the use of this site without the "land+ highway
+commercial= strip" preconception.

This site has all the

humane and functional possibilities of any "downtown", and
on the scale necessary for the fast-growing Clemson
community.

The site is the first step toward the creation

of the "Clemson Commons".
l"'l
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THE STRIP DEVELOPMENT TYPE
It is a relatively new invention, and because of its newness,
it bears the burdens of many epithets and misunderstandings.
It has been called urban blight, commercial sprawl, the
commercial strip, the strip development, and most simply,
the strip.

Some people call i t a mess; a very few are

impressed by its complexity and by the vitality of its contradictions.

One thing is certain:

like it or not, the strip is

as much a part of contemporary American life as the small
family farm is part of American folklore.

The strip is in

every state, including Hawaii and Alaska.

You would have to

be a shut-in, a hermit, or an irrascible crank if you were
not to be in contact with i t on a daily basis.

The strip

could be called "the child of the automobile", but surely
Henry Ford never dreamed that the progress which he helped
to initiate would result in such a peculiar landscape.
Of course, urban blight in and of itself is nothing new.

As

for commercial sprawl, Marco Polo encountered i t in Peking.
It is the sheer immensity of the change i t has wrought in
American life, however, that makes the modern strip such
a difficult phenomenon to understand.

Even more astounding

is the speed with which the strip has spread.

After the domestic

economic hiatus of the Great Depression and World War II, the
16

United States entered a period of prosperity on a social
scale hitherto impossible.

The automobile, already so

pervasive in the American life and culture, became available
not only to nearly every family, but to nearly every individual
adult.

Certainly, increased material possibilities blossomed

in every facet of life, but it was the automobile which had
the greatest impact.

Because of it, the postwar policy in

the United States of the massive federally funded highway
construction program took precedence over the new construction and maintenance of the rail system.

The automobile

became and has remained the greatest arbiter of how its owner
views the world he lives in.

The social, economic, and

political ramifications of the automotive society are still
not fully understood, but they are pervasive in the American
culture of the twentieth century.
As the automobile gradually became the principal mode of
transportation, so grew the demand for services catering
to the car-borne customer.

This was no mere extension of

the carriage trade, but a revolution in the process of the
distribution and sale of goods.

The individual could now shop

where he chose to do so, and at his own convenience.
ways he achieved a new control over space and time.
mobile was a boon to the merchant as well:

In some
The auto-

now he could trade

with people from greater distances, increasing the volume of
17

his sales and profits.

And yet the location of where such

transcations took place remained important.

It was still

necessary to set up shop on the major thoroughfare to ensure
the greatest publicity for the merchandise.

But the tradi-

tional main street of the town and the city was ill-suited
to bear a large volume of motor traffic, and parking was
an even greater problem.

Land, or better yet, space

along the highway assumed new value.

In this sense, the

highway became the main street.
This was especially true of commuter traffic.

The spread

of suburbs was accelerated in the 1920s because of the ubiquity
of the automobile and its theor.etically unlimited right-ofway.

Such mobility permitted the residential and commercial

use of land previously considered too remote for any use
save farming.

For the commuter who drove, the road to work

became his main street.

Commerce responded to this quickly:

the strip existed in recognizable form prior to the Great
Depression.

18

THE DEVELOPMENT OF A STRIP
The generation of a conunercial strip implies the use of land
more as a conunodity than as a resource.

In other words,

land would be considered similar to other forms of capital in that
it may be sold, traded, and used without any restraint
which infringed upon the right of private ownership.

An

extreme example would be the razing amid general indignation
of Pennsylvania Station in New York City for redevelopment of
the site.

This destruction of a monument was possible because

it was privately owned.
The typical highway strip is born of an increase in conunerce,
an absence of a planning authority and control, and a lack
of planning restriction.

The strip does rely on the publicly-

funded thoroughfare for its existance.

Unlike the markets and

other traditional conunercial areas of the cityscape, however,
the strip is developed by individual entities rather than
through a conununity effort.

This conunercial expansion may

be haphazard or uniform, but it follows the availability of
land for sale or lease.

The land is subdivided, usually by

the owner, into lots of a size suitable for a building and
the requisite parking lot, access and egress.

The very word

"strip" implies that one or both sides of a road is lined with
individual businesses for the length of from a block to a mile
19

or more.

Because the lots composing the strip are individually

sold, cleared, and developed, the strip may contain considerable
gaps because the land was too expensive, was not of a suitable
size or configuration, was not in a "good" location, or simply
because it was not available.
The value placed on the commodity of land can make the strip
an almost irresistible instrument of change.

Zoning ordinances

and land values permitting, the strip is adaptable to almost
any location.

If local zoning prohibits the use of land in a

desirable location for a commercial strip, it is nearly always
possible to make a petition for a change of the zoning designation.

If the change is made, the strip can easily become

an inevitability.

Strips can burrow through city neighborhoods

and farm lands alike to follow the stream of automobile traffic.
This tendency is in part explained by the postwav zoning practice
of automatically designating land peripheral to a highway as
"commercial".

Adjacent land values are quickly affected, and

existing commercial zones may suffer the loss of former
customers.

Because the strip can be developed easily and rapidly,

adjacent land values may rise or fall just as rapidly, disrupting local patterns of settlement.

As the strip was a

physical feature of the postwar flight to the suburbs, it
certainly played a role in the "decline of the American city."

20

While the strip affects the value of adjacent land, the actual
type is born of expediency.

The return on the initial invest-

ment in the development of a successful strip may be as little
as ten years.

Tht.s indicates that the value of the land may

well surpass that of the buildings upon it, and turn the strip
into an anachronism awaiting the bulldozer.

21

COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT
The strip is based largely on the marketing needs of the
individual business:

hence, the built-up character is

usually uneven because extenuating circumstances determine
the sequence of lot purchase and development.

For example,

the selection of a lot on any strip is determined by the cost
of the lot, its location, access, size, frontage, visibility,
utilities, slope, configuration, the terms of its sale or
lease, and by the proximity of competition.

Planning,

financing, and phasing are also within the province of the
individual developer.

The success or failure of any business

on a strip is not inextricably bound up with that of its
neighbor.
Because the typical strip takes its character from this
haphazard development, it would be difficult to predict the
ultimate appearance.

In the context of the strip, however,

the use of the word "ultimate" may well be inappropriate,
considering the tendency of the strip to remain in a state
of flux.

Of course, corporate regulation, especially in the

case of the franchise, to a degree mitigates this effect:
one McDonalds looks pretty much like another.

Civic regula-

tion is usually expressed through the local code and/or zoning
ordinances. Some communities do have explicit standards
22

regulating construction and appearance.

More often, however,

the determination of . appearance, signsr and even lighting and
thoroughfare access are at the discretion of the developer,
although subject to the approval of either the roads commissioner
or the city planner.

For example, any building on the U.Sj

Highway 123 strip in Clemson is restricted by the right-of-way
of sixty feet of the roadbed itself.

In addition, a setback

of thirty-five feet from the highway is also required.

Clemson

also has a local sign ordinance which restricts size and
placement.
Speculative land development naturally involves considerable
risk.

The traditional attitude concerning land development

is that of free enterprise, and any restrictions are bound
to be viewed as onerous.

It is the strip which represents the

extreme of individual freedom in land development and speculation.

23

THE PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STRIP
The image of the strip perceived by auto-bound humanity is a
world apart from the space inhabited by pedestrians.

The

window of the car frames and reduces the exterior world to
tableaux without real depth:

the only real space perceived

is that of linear forward motion.

This motion is by the very

nature of automobile driving compelling and difficult to
resist.

Anything that hinders this forward motion, such as

traffic lights, speed zones, and slower motorists, is likely
to be regarded by the driver as an obstacle to progress.
The obvious challenge of the commercial strip is to persuade
the driver to deviate from the path.
task of the sign.

This is the primary

The largest sign of a business is usually

placed at a right angle to the flow of traffic to achieve the
longest period of visibility.

Such signs are close ~o the

road and are of a scale and graphic simplicity that makes them
immediately recognizalbe, even at high speed.

Besides this

commercial landmark-sign, the linear space of the strip is
punctuated by traffic signs, by buildings, and by vegetation
at various distances from the road.

The motorist's progress

along the strip is determined by traffic density, and by intersections and traffic lights.

By day as well as by night the

street lamps set up a steady rhythm for the transi e nts.
24

Because of code restrictions, the location of each driveway,
while not always at regular intervals, is determined by given
standards of clearance.

A turn to the left is usually permitted

through the device of the median or turn lane.
Contrasting with the civic and public order of the highway
is the commercial and individual disorder of the businesses
lining the strip.

This space is vicariously experienced, it

at all, because the driveri while avoiding stray pedestrians,
must search for a parking place as close to the commercial
building as possible.

The driver consciously seeks to limit

his own pedestrian experience to the minimum because he is
well aware that the plane of the strip, designed for a large
volume of automobiles, would for the pedestrian be over-scaled,
tiring, and difficult bo traverse,

The only ''outside" that the

driver knows is that between the parked car and the building's
closest entrance,

and this space has the ominous distraction

of cars prowling for a berth.

The strip is the car's domain.

The visibility of the commercial enterprise on the strip is of
extreme importance in the promotion of impulse shopping.

Even

so, impulse shopping on the strip differs from that of traditional
commerce.

On the strip, the goods are not seen, but are stated

by the battery of signs.

Any landscaping used to meet zoning

requirements or to enhance the appearance of an individual
25

business is kept low to maintain sight contact from the
highway.

In this sense, trees are normally considered an

obstruction.

Traffic islands of clipped grass and simple beds

of marigolds framed with coleus exemplify the scant availability
of room for landscaping.

26

THE ROLE OF THE SIGN
Of all the visual aspects of the commercial strip, the sign
is of paramount importance.

Merchandise cannot be displayed

to transients because of the parking lot separating the highway motorists from the building.

Any cognizance the transient

is to have of the available merchandise is through the written
word and advertising graphics.

This :is made especially dif-

ficult by the action of driving.

The motorist must contend

with traffic and his own speed, and his awareness of signs
must be limited to quick glances.

By virtue of the dynamic

vehicular scale, signs must be high enough and large enough
to command the attention of those speedily en route.

The

message, words, syntax, and even the spelling must be kept
to a minimum while still sparking a thrill of recognition in
the crowd of possible customers out in the stream of traffic.
Signs may range from the poster (quickly drawn up with magic
markers to announce a sale) to giant corporate logos obscuring
the sky.

Colors are clear, brilliant, and usually primary or

secondary in hue:

companies ad infinitum have proclaimed

patriotism by the use of the red, white, and blue in the design
of their corporate heraldries.

The importance of signs increases

after the sun goes down, a time when the sign itself ia the
architecture.

At night all but the most brilliantly lit

buildings recede into the background while the strip itself
27

glitters with the flash of headlights and tailights, with street
lamps, winking traffic lights, and with the occasional blue flare
of the patrol car.

The massive commercial sign helps to

define the location of the business on the strip at night,
and even whether or not the business itself is open.
The commercial sign seems more effective to compete in this
circus of stimuli than the building itself.

The obvious

exception is when the building itself is a sign.

The style

of the building may be used to catch the eye or to titillate
the sentiment of the customer latent in the motorist.

Every

possible use and misuse is made of architectural style resulting,
in the words of Robert Venturi, a "vital mess. 111 Architectural
style may

jar the eye, but the intention is to promote the

recognition leading to commerce.

This is especially true of

the franchise or chain which promotes a standard built appearance.
Say the name "McDonalds" or "Kentucky Fried Chicken" to the
average citizen/consumer, and he will probably think of a specific
installation which is nonetheless typical of the entire chain.
This thrill of recognition makes excellent marketing sense.
It is also a factor which makes every strip a relative by virtue
of these frequent islands of uniformity.

1

venturi, Robert, Denise Scott Brown and Steven Izenour, Learning from
Las Vegas: The Forgotten Symbolism of Architectural Form, The Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, 19??, p. 118.
28

THE COMMERCIAL BUILDING OF THE STRIP
Land values permitting, the commercial building is nearly always
a single story in height to keep the costs of construction and
air conditioning as low as possible, and is given generous setbacks from the road and the lateral property lines to demonstrate
to the highway transient that there is ample room to maneuver and
to park.

The structure of the building is usually of the least

expensive conventional construction typical of the area and
suitable to the size of building needed.

In other words, struc-

tural innovation for the construction of a strip building is
relatively rare.

The task of luring customers is left to the

sign, with the obvious exception being the treatment of the
entire building as a sign to permit easier recognition and
1
visibility. This "decorated shed" approach is increasingly
typical of the large franchise.

There is also the tendency

to treat the facade of the building parallel to the road as
the only visible area.

Porte-cocheres, arcades, window, door

and fancy roof treatments are often limited to the "front."
For example, the superaddition of the "mansard" roof gives height
to a building's appearance while providing space for commercial
signs.

And yet the mansard itself rarely "turns the corner", and

1

Venturi, Robert, Denise Scott Brown and Steven Izenour, Learning from
Las Vegas, ·The Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1977, p. 106.
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the building's sides are left undisguised.

While this treatment

contradicts the logic of orienting the free-standing sign which
acknowledges the

lateral

view of the driver approaching from far

down the highway, the facade makes better sense as a backdrop
which the customer faces as he leaves his parked car and walks
toward the building.

Certainly, this treatment of the front

and the side as separate entities is not exclusive to the strip.
This treatment is continued in the "back" which, because it is
screened by the building itself from the road, is almost always
the preserve of the employees and service.

The loading dock and

the dumpster, apparently hidden from the highway, are still
visually evident, especially given the frequent practice of
routing on-site customer traffic around the building.

OVERLEAF:

a diagr am of the precincts of the typical s trip layout .
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THE LEGACY OF STRIPS
The strip is ubiquitous.

The strip is part of the recent

past, and it is part of the present.
Yes.

Is it part of the future?

At least, it is part of an economic system which is

based upon the absolute right to property as well as the automobile.

Whether the strip in its present form is an histori-

cal aberration remains to be seen, but one thing is certain:
unless radical changes are made in the developing of land and
in the transporting of people and goods, the strip is still a
practical short-term use of property.
The form of the strip was made possible by technological
advancement, but more signifacantly, it was determined by an
economic imperative.

Architectural mandates, human desires,

and social needs were never the source of the strip.

Once

the automobile had been made economically feasible for the full
range of society; when it became economically possible to
provide everyone with a road to the destination of his choice;
when it was realized that the location of a site was no longer
made economically desirable by proximity to traditional commercial areas; and when the American economy itself was expanding
so quickly that traditional development became obsolete:
did the strip, at least by hindsight, become inevitable.

then

33

While legislation may ban the actual construction of the commercial strip, it would have nothing to do with the conditions which
make the strip a quick, easy way of making a return on land.
Only an economic change could make the strip truly impractical.
There are some indications that such a change may occur .

Fuel

and materials are growing scarcer even as the population increases,
and automobiles are and will be increasingly expensive to operate.
Roads are growing more expensive in terms of construction and
maintenance.

The price of land is soaring, and the competitive-

ness of groups vying for the best sites is increasing.

The strip,

on the other hand, is born of cheap fuel, cheap cars, cheap
roads, and cheap land.

The strip is bound to lose much of its

competitiveness edge to more efficient commercial forms in the
future.
For the immediate future, however, the strip will continue to be
built and patronized.

Economic and social change is slow.

The

very fact that fuel and materials are growing ever more costly
makes it impossible to raze indiscriminantly even one strip,
because the costs of rebuilding could well be prohibitively
expensive.

In other words, tne use of existing buildings for

other than commercial purposes could prove in some areas to be
far more sensible than clearing the site of its strip and
building a new commercial installation.

This adaptive reuse,

however, may not always be possible, and there is every likelihood
34

of a new phenomenon on the American landscape:
strip".

the "ghost

A strip too expensive to maintain and too remote

or not competitive with more convenient commercial areas
could very well be abandoned.

An example is the strip

on the southwest corridor of U.S. Highway 123 entering
Greenville, South Carolina.

While by no means abandoned,

this area has an increasingly high vacancy rate because
of a shifting city traffic pattern and the retail trade's decline
in .tha iocal · area.

Although not yet a ''ghost strip", it

does illustrate the conditions leading to one.
Strips not in direct competition with more sophisticated or
practical commercial areas will continue to function much
as they always have, provided the flow of traffic remains
at its existing rate.

Strips in more valuable locations

will be razed to permit the use of the site in a more
lucrative manner.
ground:

There is, however, a very broad middle

that is, the strip in a location that is easily

accessible and with facilities which are adaptable enough
to be made competitive with other commercial areas.

This

re-use of the strip does imply a loss of some of its more
poignant characteristics:

it would cease to be a strip.

What

it would become would depend entirely upon the nature of the
redevelopment:

it could resemble a traditional commercial

form, or it could be an entirely new type.
35

THE BUILT COMMERCIAL ENVIRONMENT
To reiterate the key point, the strip development is in several
important aspects an inefficient commercial form.

It is dependent

upon cheap land to provide the space requisite for the individual
buisinesses, each with its redundant highway access lanes, service
areas, and parking lots.

Although geared toward the volume

business of heavy traffic, the high fuel consumption necessary
to propel "private" transportation has made the strip vulnerable
to a very basic commodity:

the price of gasoline.

Also, even

the strip has a saturation point as to the volume of traffic it
can accommodate, after which driving conditions become unduly
hazardous.

The automobile pollutes the air, generates noise,

and affronts the senses.

With its blank expanses of asphalt

parking lots and roads, the strip is wide open to every abrasive
aspect of a harsh climate and inclement weather.

Although the

strip is an inherently inefficient commercial type, it was possible
to warrant its construction and use in a time of cheap fuel and
economic growth.

This is no longer the case.

More strips will

be put into a losing competitive niche.
The neighborhood store, or a store serving a relatively limited
clientele and area, is one of the oldest forms of commerce.
Well suited as it is to both city neighborhood and small town,
it is appearing in still more areas under a new· name.

The
36
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''convenience store" or the "mini-martq may at first seem a
relatively innocuous form of competition with the strip.
Because of the rising cost of operating an automobile and the
growing reluctance of people to drive, the market for convenience
stores is expanding.

They may be found on the strip itself, or

in isolated locations to serve specific neighborhoods.

Because

they are geared to accessibility within a local area, they
may be reached by bicycle, by walking, or by car.

The size

of the neighborhood store is easily adjusted to the small
volume of trade and provides a convenient way of picking up
the few staples until the big shopping trip on payday, thereby
cutting down patronage of the strip.
While the strip is composed of autonomous businesses, each of
which requires access by automobile, the shopping center offers
a greater conunercial variety at one stop.

Of course, the

shopping center itself is often found on the strip proper,
and competition is defined as that between rival centers than
between center and strip.

In the 1960s the formulas used to

design and merchandise shopping centers were continually refined.
One formula, "Reilly's Law", expresses the shopper's preference
to patronize the larger commercial area.

More simply, in the

wor ds of Richard L. Nelson, "All this law says is that people
OVERLEAF:

a diagram of the preci11.cts of the typical conve11.ience store .
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normally will get to the biggest place they can ge t to easiest. 111
The larger the size, the larger the number of stores and variety.
Other factors may alter the veracity of "Reilly's Law", including
the differ~nce in the attractiveness and convenience between
the competing commercial areas.

Even so, the rational of

"Reilly's Law" explains the tendency during the 1960s and 1970s
to build ever larger and more sophisticated shopping cente r s.
Because the market for large installations is reaching saturation,
competition is growing very keen indeed.

Shopping centers

in and of themselves do not increase the available consume r
market, and have relatively little to do with consume r demand:
each additional installation simply reapportions the area's
available consumer market.
The shopping center as a type was slowly refined both for the
purpose of increasing the sales offering and especial ly f o r
improving the market appeal.
competition increase.

As the type spread, so did

For example, the enclosed shopping center,

or "mall", represents the culmination of this r efinement. Although
the 11 ,m all II is nothing new, being traceable to the shopping galleries
of the nineteenth century and even the commercial basilica of

1
J. Ross McKeever, Nathaniel M. Griffin, et al ., Shopping Center
Development Harzdbook, t he Communi ty Builders Handbook Series (the Urban
Land Institute , Washington , D. C., 1977) , p . 29 .
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ancient ~ome, the type spread very quickly in the two decades
following the late 1950s.

Like the strip, the ''mall'' is

usually dependent upon private transportation,

Based as

it is upon the premise of "one-stop shopping''

the ''mall"

f

is far more efficient in terms of sales volume.

This

is illustrated by the enormous amount of money that a successful "mall II can ''generate".

The "mall"· is so large in compari-

son to the strip that it can provide much more variety by the
virtue of size Cone group of many stores versus many· individual
stores) and by a far more efficient plan.

Enclosed and air~

conditioned, it provides a much more pleasant place not only
to shop, but to spend time.

The successful shopping ''malls''

are in many respects simulations of "Main Street U,S,A~" with
brick-paved courts, a slanting golden sun lighting the ficus
trees below the skylights, splashing fountains, and an
intriguing mixture of shops "·anchored 11 by big department stores,
What is more( it is a Main Street w.ithout the dirt( noise,
porn shops·, sun-baked asphalt, and beer joints: ,: the whole
family is welcome.

It is a privately owned and controlled

Main Street, however, because the developer adjusts the
commercial variety or "mix" to maintain the best conditions
for the highest returns.

OVERLEAF:

a diagram of the precincts of the typical shopping center.
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The key is that the ''mall II is based on the p r emise that the
shopper is willing to make the distance for the variety,
comfort, and appealing surroundings, and that having done so,
he will spend more time in that shopping environment.

It

has been demonstrated that the largest amount of purchases
are made by the consumer in the "mall" while on a shopping
1
trip lasting an average of 3.5 hours.
The competitive edge
of this commercial type depends on the making of such a length
of time not only convenient, but recreational.

This repre-

sents a considerable refinement over the strip which is
based on a high volume of business with a rapid custome r
turnover.
To cite the example of the "mall" does not imply the ultima t e
ubiquity of this type.

It does reinforce, however, the tools

which future commercial competition wi Ll · require because of sl owi n g
growth and increasing competition.

These tools include the trade

area, the needs of the consumers, accessibility, size, the
commercial facilities, maintenance, and especially image.
The city itself, as an old alternative to the problems posed
1
calvin Tri Uin , "Maki ng Dea"ls," The New Yor ker, July 28 , 1980, p . 90 .
PRECEDING PAGE:

a diagram of the precincts of the typical "maU ".
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by expensive fuel with the need for mobility and comfort,
is reappropriating some of the ' population lost
and the strip in the postwar era.

to the suburb

Demographic findings indi-

cate that the "flight to the suburbs'' has not only ended,
but that there is an increasing number of urban pioneers
willing to return to the city.

The decayed centers of many

cities have been renovated or are being rebuilt.
commercial type is also currently being generated:
multi-level "downtown mall".

A hybrid
the

The success of this new emphasis

on the city depends on improved mass transportation systems
and on attractive living quarters within the built-up area
of the rejuvenated downtowns.

The resolution of the car

within the downtown area and the problem of parking remains
crucial.

The construction of apartments, although presently

at a low point, is expected to increase.

The restoration or

renovation of derelict neighborhoods has become common, but
it has the negative effect of pricing out the lower-income
residents who have few alternatives for living space in the
city.

Even with the resumption of residential construction

in the downtown areas, it presently appears that another
reverse is in the offing: only the affluent will be able to
afford city living. This is already a growing concern in
downtown Manhatten.

Such a trend would mean a startling

demographic change, perhaps already in progress, of a "flight
from the suburbs" which would themselves become lower-income
44

neighborhoods.

Assuming that this renaissance

ot the citi es

is to continue and that many suburban areas are truly in decline ,
then so, too, ar.e the commercial strips in decline.
Any conclusions about the effect of competition of the strip
with other commercial areas depends, of course, to a great
degree on proximity.

The very fact that the strip is located

on the major thoroughfare can give it a tremendous competitive
edge.

At the same time, such a success would be based upon

the volume of potential customers in the area, which is itself
a possible rationale for more intensive development~

And if

attractive alternative commercial forms of equal size or larger
are available, the strip is vulnerable to this competition.
This is especially true when businesses formerly o n the str ip
are relocated to more competitive areas.

Empty store windows,

whether on the strip, downtown, or in the mall, can be unsettling
to the shopper.

OVERLEAF:

a diagram of t he t r aditional urban store . This diagram may
be compar ed with t hat of the typica l strip on page
Not e t he s tor e 's display window to encourage impulse shopping .
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CLEMSON:

THE TOWN AND THE UNIVERSITY

The town traces its own beginnings to the founding of Clemson
College.

Although there has been limited diversification of

commerce and light industry, · the fortunes of the town are still
closely tied with those of the University.

This trend is

especially apparent in the period from 1960 to 1980 when the
enrollment of the University tripled to reach its current size
of nearly 12,000 students.

During this same period, the

population of the town doubled to nearly 8,000.

Although

part of this increase was due to the annexation of nearby
suburbs, much of it was due to the expansion of the University
staff and the increased opportunities for commerce and services.
Clemson University was established as Clemson College in 1889
under the Morrill Act as a land-grant college.

Out of a student

population of around 12,000, some 8,000 are housed in dormito r ies
and similar facilities on the main campus with the balance living
in the greater Clemson area and in nearby towns.
The main campus is bordered on the west by Lake Hartwell, by
residential areas to the north, east, and south, and by the
commercial area of downtown Clemson to the northeast.

The pace

of the University in cultural events as well as physical expansion sets the tempo for the surrounding community.

In 1979 the
49

University acquired a new president, and there is the possibility
that enrollment and facilities will be expanded still further,
resulting in more growth for the town and the community.
The location of the town/university is the rolling piedmont
section of South Carolina.

The climate is temperate, with hot,

humid summers and mild winters.

The natural flora of the

piedmont is that of the great southern hardwood and pine forests,
and the area around Clemson still contains extensive woodlands.
The pattern of the town/university as seen from the air is a
clear expression of the area's history.

The settling of the

South Carolina piedmont began in earnest following the American
Revolution, and by 1840 farms and plantations based on the cotton
cash crop dotted the area.

One such plantation was Fort Hill,

the home of John C. Calhoun, who served as U.S. Senator and
as Vice-President of the United States.

Following his death

in 1850, his house and lands went to his daughter, Floride,
and her husband, Thomas Green Clemson.

Clemson was a mining

engineer and metallurgist, and it was in such a capacity that
he served when the outbreak of hostilities in 1861 forced him
to side with the Confederate government.

In the subsequent war

between the states, much of South Carolina was devasted, and in
the peace that followed, the agricultural system on which the
prosperity of the south had been based lay in ruins.

Although
50
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the piedmont had not served as a major battleground, like the
rest of the state it participated in the postwar depression.
The pervasiveness of this depression convinced Clemson and other
men of public responsibility that new ideas and efforts would
be necessary to bring it to an end.

The embodiment of the

regeneration would be a college offering the most modern
agricultural and technical science curricula.

Following the

terms of Clemson's will, this college was based on the lands
of the Fort Hill plantation, and the mansion still stands at the
heart of the campus.

The bequest included 814 acres.

In 1892

a track of Southern Railway was laid roughly one mile from
the northern perimeter of the plantation.

As it was the

earliest railway and the major transportation route, the
earliest
stop.

commercial buildings were located around the scheduled

Because of the lack of a construction industry in the

area, the administration of the College had to take on the
responsibility of building houses for staff and faculty.
were, of course, placed on the campus.

These

A new commercial area

on the northeast perimeter of the campus and within walking
distance of staff housing was established, and neighborhoods
of privately built houses grew up close to this ncde which
came to be known as the town of Clemson.

Th~ older commercial

area at the railroad stop, known as Calhoun, maintained its
separate identity until the mid-1940s, and there would always
be the barrier of the track itself.

Yet another physical
51

feature was established in 1963 with the completion of the dam
at Hartwell, Georgia.

The resulting Lake Hartwell directly joins

the campus to the west and south, and the town the the north and
the west.

A series of dikes preserves some low-lying areas of

the campus from the flood stage of the lake, and the entire
shoreline is within the jurisdiction of the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers.
The University built a high proportion of area housing as late
as the 1950's.

This was done on land within walking distance

of the campus to the north, and later, to the east.

With the

widespread use of the automobile, privately-developed new
subdivisions were established to the east and the south of the
campus.

The land to the west of the campus held the Seneca

River and its wide flood plain, which was used primarily for
farming:

the subsequent creation of Lake Hartwell, within the

Clemson area at least, displaced few houses and in many cases
enhanced the setting of existing neighborhoods.

As the College

began to expand rapidly in the 1960's, still more subdivisions
were built further to the south and to the east, and on the
peninsulas to the north of the railroad.

The typical residence

took the form of a single-family dwelling on a lot of one-half
acre.

The house, usually owned by the resident, had setbacks on

all four perimeters of the lot.

In the early and mid-1960s,

privately-built apartments began to house the seasonal market of
52

day students.

With the rise of construction costs toward the

end of the decade, apartments were increasingly used to house
full-time community residents.

An.other recent innovation in the

local housing market is the two-story row house, or 1'town-house"
in the vernacular of the area:

these are for the most part

rental properties.
With the exception of Tillman Hall, the ten-story dormitories
and a few other high-rise buildings on the campus, the built
profile of t~e town/university is low, with one or two stories
being the usual height .

Despite a relatively high density in

the residential neighborhoods along the northern perimeter of
the campus, the area has lost its character as a small town
easily traversed on foot.

With the exception of the lightly

used Southern Railroad passenger service, a small county airport,
and the long-distance passenger bus service (which discharges
passengers at a gas station on S.C. Highway 93), the town/university is nearly impossible to reach except by car.
local taxi or bus service.

The local resident finds the owner-

ship of a car practically compulsory.
is not unique:

There is no

In this respect Clemson

the whole of South Carolina forms one of the

most "car-dependent" states in the union.
highway system reflects this emphasis.

The excellent state

Although the nearest

Interstate Highway to Clemson is some ten miles to the southeast,
the town/university is served by two separate four-lane highways.
53

U.S. Highway 76 runs from Clemson to the southeast toward
Interstate 85 and the city of Anderson.

Highway 76 connects

wi± h U.S. Highway 123 within the town limits of Clemson.

The

major highway of the northwestern section of South Carolina,
Highway 123 runs from northern Georgia some 18 miles northeast
to Clemson and northeast again some 30 miles to Gr eenville.
The city of Greenville is the major metropolitan and transportation center of the piedmont region.

OVERLEAF:

the f irs t of three maps showing Clemson 's oommeroial and residential zones, and Clemson University.
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COMMERCIAL CLEMSON
The focus of the area traditionally known as downtown is the
southern segment of College Avenue just before it meets
Highway 93.

This traffic intersection takes the form of a

"Y" and reflects its origin in the early 1900s when commercial Clemson "coalesced" on the northern perimeter of the
College.
district.

Downtown is the most concentrated commercial
Buildings are of one or two stories in height.

Lateral property setbacks are relatively rare.

In addition

to its role as "Main Street", College Avenue is also

s.c.

Highway 133. Downtown, the Avenue/Highway has two lanes with
parallel parking.

Beyond downtown to the north, the parking

ends and the lanes increase to four.

Traffic downtown

progresses slowly, and parking space is at a premium.
Although the designation as downtown continues, this area
has changed drastically in character over the past two decades.
Community-oriented businesses such as grocery stores and
the "dime store" have gradually left downtown to relocate along
the major highways.

The resulting vacancies in downtown

buildings have been filled primarily by "University Consumer"
stores.

The term "University Consumer" covers students,

visiting alumni, and University staff and employees.

This

focus of merchandising is possible because of the proximity
58

of the area to the campus.

Highway 93 f orms the northern

perimeter of the campus, meaning that College Avenue is only
a five minute walk from the heart of the University.

There

have always been some businesses in this area based primarily
on the "University Consumer".

A £ew,. such as Judge Keller's

(dry goods) and Sloan's (clothes and souvenirs) are local
landmarks.

The concentration of restaurants, bars, and

specialty stores increased signifacantly from 1970 to 1980,
and downtown now seems a commercial adjunct of the University.
Most stores are based on a specific commodity group, such
as athletic gear, clothing, records, and souvenirs of the
University.

The downtown theater now plays films aimed at

the student market.

This merchandising focus is demonstrated

by the sales volume of the area:

during the summer, when the

student pres,ence is much reduced, sales drop far more in this
1
area than in the other commercial zones of Clemson.
This evolution of downtown was not the result of a conscious
planning policy.

Because downtown is bordered by long-estab-

lished neighborhoods and by the University, the possibility of
expansion is limited.

This is especially the case with parking.

Parking is synonymous with customer convenience and has o f ten
been the key factor in the relocation of a business.

As the

1
"Clemson Swruner Means Annual Business Shuffle is Underway ," The
Messenger, August 6, 1980, p . 1- B
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conununity grew in size, conununity-oriented businesses grew not
by on-site expansion within the downtown area, but by relocating
to larger sites bordering the town's major highways.

A good

example is the successive locations of the town's lar gest
grocery store.

Located in the heart of downtown at the

beginning of 1950, it was closed with the opening of a larger
facility with more parking on north College Avenue.

This

facility was in turn made obsolete by the present supermarket
on the strip itself.
This gradual shift of conunerce, while unsettling to some longtime area residents, has not been drastic by the conditions
of the time.

University-oriented conunerce has filled the

void made by the relocation of downtown businesses.

This

area continues to thrive, especially during , the school term,
and retains the feeling of downtown.

That it is downtown

more for the University student than for the local r esident does
mean, however, that its character has changed.

This change is

not intrinsically good or bad, but does prompt an
response:

understandable

namely, what do the local residents of Clemson regard

as downtown?

They, too, still refer to the southern segment o f

College Avenue as "downtown", but they may rarely hav e reason
to use it in that capacity.

As for the conunercial center o f

Clemson, this has shifted to the strip.
OVERLEAF:

the major commercial zones :

downtown and the strip .
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BUILT-UP COMMERCIAL CHARACTER
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THE HIGHWAY 123 STRIP DEVELOPMENT
The Highway 123 strip in its present form is only a little over
ten years old.

The use of the intersection of the intersection

of College Avenue and the highway for gas stations dates to the
enlarging of the highway in the 1950s, but once past the traffic light, the land to the west remained covered with trees to
both sides.
Because of a site limited by roads and the lake, the Winn Dixie
could be expanded on its College Avenue site only to the detriment of parking.

With this realization, the move to Highway 123

eventually became expedient.

More businesses were built along

the highway to benefit from the increased commercial traffic
which the new grocery store drew, and the strip expanded.

Trees

were removed and the gently rolling terrain was flattened.

In

1977 the city government and the Highway Department of South
Carolina embarked on a conventional road improvement program.
Curbs, sidewalks (with periodic dips for traffic access preiI

scribed by the Zoning Ordinance), gutters, a median/turn lane,
and an asphalt bicycle path were installed.

After a few acci-

dents occurred at the entry to the busy parking lot of the
Winn Dixie, a traffic light was installed.
There are a number of saving features that have prevented the
65
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complete despoliation of the land bordering Highway 123.

On

the south perimeter of the highway is a finger of Lake Hartwell.
Because the Army Corps of Engineers has the jurisdiction over the
shoreline of the lake, much of the land immediately bordering the
highway close to the lake will remain wooded.
on the north side of the highway:

The same is true

while it does not border the

lake, a portion of the land dips so low as to be within the
contour jurisdiction of the Army Corps of Engineers.
Another clear limit to the lateral spread of the strip is the
right-of-way of the Southern Railroad.

The strip, the highway,

and the railroad occupy a long and narrow peninsula west of the
traffic light which is defined by the lake.

Because of the

railroad track which sits atop a high bank, the strip has
a narrow configuration.

It is prevented by the lake and the

railroad embankment from encroaching on any large neighborhoods.

In its present form, the strip can still spread along

the north side of the highway from the Corps of Engineers
depression to Lake Hartwell one-quarter of a mile to the west.
This undeveloped land rises twenty to thirty feet above the
bed of the highway and still has an extensive cover of trees.
Opposite this site on the south side of the highway and bordering
Lake Hartwell is Clemson's largest hostelry:

the Holiday Inn.

Typical of the standard format of the chain, the design of this
motel has an outdoor court and pool protected from highway noise
66

t•

l

by blocks of guest rooms and a restaurant-registration wing.

•

design, while suitable for highway motels, neglected the possi-

1

This

bilities offered by the heavily wooded, lakeside site.
To the south of the motel is a narrow residential zone facing
the lake.

There is also a large, flat and cleared site adjacent

to the highway.
J

There is considerable room along Highway 123

for expanding the strip.
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SITE ANALYSIS
THE HIGHWAY 123 STRIP

SPATIAL ANALYSIS
The area between the high bank of the railroad right-of-way
to the north and by Lake Hartwell to the south is unevenly
bisected by U.S. Highway 123.

The highway is four lanes wide

with a large median, and the right-of-way to either side from
the center is sixty feet.

The minimum building setback is an

additional thirty-five feet.

The speed limit is 45 MPH, but

because of traffic volume, as well as the frequency with which
motorists emerge from the strip businesses onto the highway,
traffic usually moves from five to ten miles more slowly than
the posted limit.
The large signs of the businesses on the strip respond to the
scale set by the dynamics of cars in motion.

When compared to

the standard for strip signs, they may even seem rather sedate.
With a few exceptions, buildings are set in the middle of their
respective lots.

The balance of each lot is paved to provide

the largest possible number of parking spaces for the tenant
business.

Aside from the obvious linear space of the highway

itself, the major spaces are those defined by the row of buildings
facing the highway and are in a sense "leftover" spaces of
parking lots.
Proceeding west f~om the College Avenue/Highway 123 intersection,
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the motorist is flanked unevenly by the strip.

The northern, or

right-hand side, is more heavily developed because it has a
greater depth than the southern side, which is bordered by
an i inlet .of Lake Hartwell.

Even the northern side has a clear

"line of demarcation," however, because it is backed by the
high embankment of the railroad track.

A line of trees traces

the line of the railroad right-of-way:

these trees are the

remnants of the forest which once covered the site.

The south

side is even more heavily wooded because of the flanking residential area, undeveloped lots, and the lakeside setback of the
Army Corps of Engineers.

The line of stores on the north side

of the strip, with, :the exception of a cleared and vacant lot,
stretches uninterrupted for the neanly .. one-half mile between
two traffic lights.

The south side has ,, fewer buildings and

still has wooded lots.
One-half mile west of the College Avenue/Highway 123 intersection
is another traffic light.

This light is almost unobtrusive

because it does not mark an intersection, but simply makes it
possible for a volume of cars to leave the Winn Dixie parking
lot.

This large parking lot is, however, a positive outdoor

space, backed as it is by the rather garish facade of the grocery
store/drug store to the north, by a small office park to the west,
and by the small island of the Home Savings and Loan building to
the east.

Even standing close to the grocery store facade, it
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is possible to glimpse the trees and the embankment to the north
of the line of buildings facing the highway.
faces south to the highway.

This parking lot

At this point, the highway runs

close to the lake and abuts the setback of the Army Corps of
Engineers.

This site, although covered by trees, does fname

a winter view of the lake.
To the west of the Winn Dixie parking lot is ~he aforementioned
office park and a large, vacant restaurant facility.

This

empty building is presently the westernmost sector of the strip
on the north side of the highway.

Progressing west from this

building, the land dips down and then climbs into a high bank
before finally sloping down to the lake at the westernmost
point of the peninsula.
still heavily wooded.

This stretch along the highway is
The low-lying :Land west of the empty

restaurant building is subject to ponding ,after heavy rains,
and is within the jurisdiction of the Army Corps of Engineers.
The balance of this territory is privately owned and still
subject to development as a strip commercial zone.
The part of the peninsula to the southwest of the highway
is relatively wide and is already partially developed.

This

includes a tiny ramshackle gas station and, proceeding west,
a large barracks of a hardware store.

This is followed by

a large, cleared, and desolate stretch of land, replete with
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with broomstraw and awaiting commercial strip development.
This area is relieved by a line of trees to the south which
are on a narrow residential zone bordering the lake.

This

zone includes a line of rowhouses and three single-family
houses.

The westernmost facility adjacent to the highway

and bordering the lake is a large Holiday Inn.

This

building makes very use of its lakeside site, with the .
exception of a small boat dock.

The shore bf the lake itself

is within the Army Corps of Engineers jurisdiction, and its
screen of large trees has been preserved.
The major space of the strip development is, of course, the
highway.

Extending to either side as far as peripheral vision

permits, it stretches inexorably to the bridge spanning the
lake in a flattened and somewhat deceptive perspective.
bridge itself marks the "land's end" of Clemson.

The

This

bridge is an effective western gateway leading into or out of
the precincts of the town.
The following section of maps documents the most heavily developed
sector of this peninsula and charts the characteristics of the
strip.
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U.S. HIGHWAY 123 STRIP:
Location

CURRENT TENNANTS
Facility

North Side of Highway 123
lN
2N
3N

4N
SN
6N
7N
8N
9N
lON
llN
12N
13N

vacancy (restaurant}
.
Foothills Gallery of Hornes (realtors)
Hearth and Horne (retail: heating
appliances)
Winn Dixie (retail:
groceries)
Eckerds Drug Store (pharmacy/variety)
Horne Savings and Loan (bank)
Taco Tico (restaurant)
Long John Silver (restaurant)
Pie •n Pay (retail: shoes)
McDonalds (restaurant)
Hungry Bull (restaurant)
Oconee Eye Clinic (optharnalogist)
Clemson Car Wash
Pizza Hut (restaurant)
Death Valley Exxon (service station)

South Side of Highway 123
lS
2S
3S
4S
5S

6S
7S
8S

Dockside Hardware (retail: hardware,
appliances)
Sav-a-Ton (gas station)
Red Circle Inc. (retail:
liquor)
Wendy's (restaurant)
Pixie & Bill~s Steak House (restaurant)
Shell (service station)
First National Bank
Hess (gas station)
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U.S. HIGHWAY 123 STRIP:

BUILDING SURVEY

Construction/
Size

lN

vancancy,
former
restaurant
facility/
Hwy. 123 n.w.

nondeconcrete block w/
red brick veneer,
script/
built-up roof over
c. 1975
steel truss, portecochere to east side/
8000 sq ft

barren, no
windows

2N

Foothills
Gallery of
Homes, realtors, Hearth
and Home,
retail heating
appliances/
Hwy. 123 n.w.

balloon frame,
built-up roof
deck, pale
gray wood siding/
Foothills= 2100 sq
ft, Hearth=
1500 sq ft

modest
rustic

extremely good,
nice landscaping, very
narrow lot

Winn Dixie,
grocery store,
Eckerds,
pharmacy/
variety/
Hwy. 123 n.w.

concrete block w/
red brick veneer,
steel truss roof,
flat roof deck,
fake mansard roof
detail w/store
signs, common
porch w/square
section columns/
WD = 24,000 sq ft
E =
3,200 sq ft

corporate
standard
c. 1973

3N

Style/
Date

Appearance

Facility/
Location

C.

197 5

ugly, cheap,
sloppy graphics,
sea of parking
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Facility/
Location

Construction/
Size

Style/
Date

Appearance

4N

Home Savings
and Loan,
bank/ Hwy. 123
n.w.

concrete block w/
red brick veneer,
brown asphalt
shingle roof, wood
trim & details,
tower flashes temp
& time/ 3200 sq ft

"residential"
c. 1974

fair, completely
surrounded by
asphalt for
parking, no
landscaping

SN

Del Taco,
restaurant/
Hwy~ 123 n.w.

balloon frame w/
tan brick veneer,
terracotta tile,
fake mansard roof
detail/ 2500 sq ft

"hockeyenda"
corporate
standard/
1979

very poor,
garrish

6N

Long John
Silver,
restaurant/
Hwy. 123 n.w.

prefab. galv steel
frame, gable roof,
tan asbestos
shingle roof, gray
wood siding/
2500 sq ft

"gimmicky
shrimp
fleet"
corporate
standard/
1980

poor

7N

Pie 'n Pay,
retail shoes/
Hwy. 123 n.w.

concrete block w/
red brick veneer,
steel truss roof,
flat deck, wood
detail at window
wall/ 3700 sq ft

modest/
1980

fair

8N

McDonalds,
restaurant/
Hwy. 123 n.w.

balloon frame w/
dark rustic brick,
dark brown metal
broken mansard
roof/ 2800 sq ft

corporate
standard/
C. 1977

"over X billion
sold," poor, sea
of parking
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I
I
Facility/
Location

Construction/
Size

Style/
Date

Appearance

Hungry Bull,
restaurant/
Hwy. 123 n.w.

concrete block w.
rustic brick veneer,
truss roof/ 3000 sq
ft

"ranch"
corporate
standard/
c. 1976

ungainly,
sea of parking

lON

Oconee Eye
Clinic, med.
office/ Hwy.
123 n.w.

balloon-frame w/
drk brown roughsawn siding, hip
roof w/gable vent,
brown . asbestos
shingle/ 1800 sq ft

"rustic"/
c. 1975

modest,
out of place

llN

Clemson Car
Wash/ Hwy. 123
n.w.

concrete block w/
red brick veneer,
6 service bays

none/
c. 1978

"non-building"

12N

Pizza Hut,
restaurant/
Hwy. 123 n.w.

steel frame w/red
brick, shiny red
fiberglass shingle,
broken mansard roof/
1850 sq ft

"hut" incl
garrish
skew frame
materials
windows,
some wood
trim/ c. 1975

13N

Death Valley
Exxon, service
station/ n.w.
corner of 123/
College Ave.
intersection

concrete block &
rustic brick veneer
low-gable roof &
canopy/ 1800 sq ft
w/2 service bays

"ranch"
corporate
standard/
C. 1970

9N

maint.
typical
for service
station
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Facilit:y/
Location

Constructic:;m/
Size

Style/
Date

Appearance

1S

Dockside
Hardware,
retail/
Hwy. 123 s.w.

concrete block w/
gable roof, wood
truss, smooth
gray stucco finish,
single $tory w/2
story facade/
4000 sq ft

"pseudorustic"/
c. 1978

poor

2S

Sav-a-Ton,
gas station/
Hwy. 123 s.w.

house trailer
on concrete apron/
400 sq ft

none/
1976

very poor

3S

Red Circle
Inc.,
liquor
retail/
Hwy. 123 s.w.

concrete block w/
red brick veneer,
fake mansard roof/
1000 sq ft

nondescript/
c. 1975

poor

4S

Wendy's,
restaurant/
Hwy. 123 s.w.

concrete block w/
corp. stand.
red brick veneer,
c. 1978
built-up roof deck,
steel truss/2200 sq ft

garrish, cheap

5S

Pixie & Bill's
Steak House,
restaurant/
Hwy. 123 s.w.

concrete block w/
gray painted wood
siding, built-up
roof deck on steel
truss/ 2900 sq ft

poor, sea of
parking, but
notable interiors

C •

renovation,
expanded
earlier
structure/
c. 1979
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Facility/
Location

Construction/
Size

Style/
Date

Appearance

Shell, service
station/
Hwy. 123 s.w.

concrete block w/
yellow ceramic
panels, inclined
roof deck/ 1000 sq
ft w/2 service bays

corporate
standard

garrish, cheap

7S

First Nation
Bank/
Hwy. 123 s.w.

balloon frame
w/tan brick,
built-up
roof deck on
wood truss,
dark brown metal
fascia, portecochere to east/
2000 sq ft

nondescript
renovation
of former
Weiner King/
1980

nondescript

8S

Hess, gas
station/
Hwy. 123 s.w.

steel frame,
glazed front
7 sides, flat
roof, white
plastic panel
fascia/ 400 sq ft

corporate
standard
C. 1975

nondescript

6S

C,

1960
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PROGRAM
THE CLEMSON COMMONS

PROGRAM INTRODUCTION
The Clemson Commons, in the parlance of a developer, would be
called a "shopping center".

Because of the unique qualities

of the site, however, the Clemson Conunons must provide more
than only immediately required commercial facilities:

it

must establish the framework of future growth.
The Clemson Commons must span the past, the present, and the
future of the City of Clemson.

It must mark the evolution of

the site from a strip's supplanting a forest to the ultimate
role as the commercial heart of a future, larger city.

Such

an evolution is based on time and growth, and the Clemson
Commons must respond in kind by expansion as needed through
clearly defined stages.
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THE CIVIC ROLE
The Clemson Commons can neither be understood nor conceived as
an entity independent of the city.

As a prototyplical study

in the decline and reuse of a strip, it is crucial to recognize
the role which the government of the city must play.

So large

a development as the Clemson Commons can only arise from a
concert of the private developer and the representives of the
local public.

The city's action would be required on necessary

changes in zoning, in controlling access to and the traffic flow
of the major streets, and in preparing the community's acceptance
of the Clemson Commons.

The role which the city government would

play in helping to introduce the new development to the local
citizens would be of especial importance.
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ZONING CHANGES
The strip itself is born through the declination or through the
inability of local government to take an active part in the
development of land and buildings.

The sweeping designation

of land adjacent to highways for commercial use in many ways
amounts to an abrogation of traditional civic authority and
leadership.
The inappropriateness of the existing zoning in some areas of
Clemson is especially evident along the section of U.S. Highway
123 under study.

Although designated for commercial use, the

zoning neglects the obvious benefits achieved by the creation
of Lake Hartwell.

The results, as of building stores facing

the highway and paving lakeside parking lots, is a misuse of
the area's rich resources.
Lakeside land must be rezoned for its best possible use.

This

rezoning would include residential, recreational, and civic
developments.
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THE SITE AND ITS COMMERCIAL ROLE
The site of the strip is unique in that it represents a microcosm
of the town.

Transportation is represented by the highway and

the railroad, and to a lesser degree, pedestrian and bicycle
traffic.

The landscape varies from land graded flat to the hills

visible across the highway as well as the railroad embankment.
The lake, while i t does not join the site, is separated only by
the width of the highway.

There are large neighborhoods close

at hand, and room is still available for continued residential
development.

The site is hemmed in by clear boundaries, and

because of its strategic value as the geographical center of
the town, will be heavily built-up.

Contrasting with · this urban

concentration are the wooded areas bordering the lake and
lining the railroad right-of-way.

This permanent green space

is an extremely valuable resource for the site and the town.
The site must support the heavy concentration of people and
buildings as the commercial center of Clemson.

It has the addi-

tional function of serving as the pivot for all the town's
aspects:

transportation, varied landform and landscape, the

lake, the civic r residential - commercial juncture, and the
meeting of urban center with forest.
The commercial use of the site must be developed in response to
107

the growth of Clemson in the future.

As the city and the

University expands, the Clemson Commons will expand through
the addition of buildings and parking.

This expansion of

the Clemson Commons should be adjusted to the pace of uhe
region's growth.
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PROGRAM PHASING

Phase 1
Clemson Commons 1:

The beginning of the Clemson Commons

would see the construction of a shopping center on land
already vacant.
intact.

Existing strip businesses would remain

On-grade parking would be expanded as needed.

Phase 2
Expansion:

This phase would see the demolition of the

Winn Dixie building.

In addition to expanding the facil-

ities of the shopping center, this phase would include the
construction of a parking structure, thereby anticipating:
Phase 3
The Department Store:

Denx:>lition of the northwest half of the

strip would provide the building room for a department store,
a facility not presently in Clemson.

This phase would also

mark the transfer of commercial activity from the south perimeter of
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U.S. Highway 123 to the Clemson Commons, thereby freeing the
lakeside land for redevelopment.
Phase 4
The Entertainment Center:

Demolition of most of the strip on

the northeast perimeter of the highway would provide room for
facilities including cinemas and restaurant as well as an
additional parking structure.
Phase 5
The Service Center:

This phase would coordinate and increase

the facilities for automotive care and fueling stations.

110
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PROGRAM SPACE REQUIREMENTS
Phase 1:

Clemson Commons 1

Phase 2:

Expansion*

Tenant
Group

Percent
GLA

GLA Area in
Square Feet

26.5

60,000

5.1

6,885

16.3

22,005

5.5

7,425

dry goods

3.8

5,130

furniture

4.8

6,480

16.9

22,815

financial

3.0

4,050

offices

4.7

6,345

services

5.6

7,560

other

4.7

6,345

vacant

3.1

4,185

100.0

159,225

supermarket center
food service
general merchandise
clothing

&

shoes

other retail

Phase 2:

*

Structured Parking

720 spaces

the design project includes Phase 1 and Phase 2
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Phase 3:

The Department Store**

department store:

first stage

50,000

expansion

50,000
100,000

Phase 3:

Structured Parking**

Phase 4:

The Entertainment Center**

restaurant facilities

240 parking spaces

22,000

cinema center

5,000

other

4,000
31,000

Phase 4:

Structured Parking

Phase 5:

The Service Center**

720 parking spaces

service/fuel stations

6,000

TBA installation

8,000
14,000

**

the master plan includes Phases 3, 4, and 5. The design project in~
eludes the structured parking projection of Phase 4.
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THE TRANSPORTATION CENTER
Although listed neither in the phasing schedule nor in the
program space requirements, the inclusion is made for a
Transportation Center in the Master Plan.
The City of Clemson will remain~ tegular stop -0n the Southern
Railroad passenger service, including the famed Southern
1
Crescent.
The existing rail terminal, however, is now used
to house the Clemson city government, thereby serving a double
function.

With the increase of passenger rail service, this use

of the terminal will have to be reevaluated.

The site of the

old passenger terminal is separated from that of the Clemson
Commons by

s.c.

Highway 133.

This site also serves as the

freight depot for the railroad.

In the Master Plan for the

Clemson Commons, this site would be used exclusively for
the handling of freight, and the passenger terminal will be
moved to the west.

The new terminal will be built on the

railroad right-of-way and the site of the Clemson Commons, thereby straddling the property line.

This jointly-leased facility

will support a passenger rail terminal

as.. well

as house the

long-distance bus service, a future local bus service, and a
1

"Clemson Stop AZong Cresaent Being Studied, " Anderson Independent,
June 13, 1980, p. lOA.
114

.
taxi stand for future service.

The resulting Transportation

Center will provide the connection with different transportation
methods which Clemson presently lacks.

The Transportation

Center will also provide an allowance for the projected shifting
of transportation from the automobile and the private sector
1
to mass transit and the public sector.
The inclusion of the Transportation Center is crucial to the
appropriate use of the site of the Clemson Commons.

This

inclusion, however, cannot be considered typical to the reuse
of a strip in a prototyplical example except in the recognition
of any site's distinguishing features.

For this reason, the

Transportation Center is included in the Master Plan, but is
not listed in the phasing schedule, and is also excluded
from the program space requirements.

1
saunders, Richard L. Jr., 114 Round Trips to Myrtle Beaah ... Family Plan,"
Clemson World, June 19?9, p. 24.
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The analysis of the U.S. Highway 123 site in Clemson~ of its
potential role in a continually developing urban fabric, and
of its increasing inappropriateness and obsolescence in its
present architecture - led to research.

The goals of this

research reaffirmed the role of history and of the benefits
which experience harvests.

I wanted to learn more about the

development of both building systems and design disciplines
for a large-scale project.

I wanted also to gain an insight

as to the ways the design itself could proceed.
Of the coJU]nercial projects and buildings reviewed during this
research, four examples in particular showed especial significance.

These precedents I studied in greater detail and made a

brief summary of each as to its possible influence on the design
of the Clemson Commons.

These case studies include:

Hawthorne Plaza, Hawthorne, California,
Courthouse Center and the Commons, Columbus, Indiana,
South Main Street and Public Square, Wilkes-Barre,
Pennsylvania,
and Pacific Design Center, Los Angeles, California.
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CASE STUDY ONE:

HAWTHORNE PLAZA

architects

Charles Kober Associates

location

Hawthorne, California

date of construction

1975 - 1977

commercial type

multilevel regional shopping center

size

840,000 sq ft
1,061,042 sq ft

34.0 acres

GLA
GBA
Site area

This project, part of the redevelopment of the central area of
Hawthorne, was designed to serve as the focus of commerce in a
I

town where such activity had been previously relegated to strip
commercial developments along the major roads.
ANALYSIS

The development plan for Hawthorne Plaza was submitted for the
I

approval of the Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of
Hawthorne.

This body was formed in 1968 to coordinate local

planning with the incentives made possible by the California
Community Redevelopment Law.

The law itself is of primary im-

portance for the creating of a means for making redevelopment
land available to developers at competitive prices with suburban
sites. The crucial significance is for central business districts, which had pr,eviously been considered operationally and
financially unattractive to the private investor as well as to
the private developer.
118

The site itself consisted of eight square blocks with nearly
one-half mile of frontage on Hawthorne Boulevard, the main
downtown thoroughfare.

The site was occupied by commercial

buildings with frontage directly on the Boulevard and with
parking and some warehouses to the rear.

Although the site had

a greater built-up density than the typical strip, there was
a visual affinity between the two.

The developer was able to

convince the Community Redevelopment Agency that both the ,'. site's
location and the recognized obsolescence of its use merited
complete redevelopment.

This initiative was based upon specific

characteristics ~of new commercial developments:
They will be tightly configured and will make extensive
use of multilevel designs and structured parking.
Downtown locations, or sites which have been redeveloped
for commercial use, will become more common as the suburbs
become saturated and developers seek to tap existing, unserved
markets.
Projects will be more carefully integrated with their
surroundings, both in response to settings which are more
urban and as a consequence of increased public involvement
in the development process.
As markets become more specialized, shopping centers can be
expected to exhibit a growing variety of sizes, designs, and
market orientations.
In comparison to open-site suburban locations, future centers
in downtown locations will require far more complex financing
and governmental approvals processes. Public-private cooperation in order to accomplish mutual goals will become common.

1

1
Shopping Center Development Handbook (Community Builders Handbook Series),
ULI - the Urban Land Institute, Washington, D.C., 1977, pp. 219, 220.
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The challenge of the project lay in the size of the site, the
fact that the railroad right-of-way unevenly bisected the property,
and the size of the program.

The latter included over 480,000 sq ft

GLA for three major department stores and over 300,000 sq ft GLA
for mall tenants.
The building plan included a two-level mall for the major tenants
fronting Hawthorne Boulevard.

Parking was provided in a level

below this building and in a large three-level structure to the
rear.

On the smaller portion of the site (accross the railroad

track) is another parking structure and a group of free-standing
businesses.
CONCLUSIONS
the redevelopment of a downtown location for conunercial activity
the high-density, tightly configured multi-level design
the heavy reliance upon structure
the acceptance of an increasing variety in the market orientation,
size, and design of shopping centers
SOURCE
Shopping Center Development Handbook (Conununity Builders Handbook Series), ULI - the Urban Land Institute, Washington, D.C., 1977,
pp . 2 18 - 2 31.
OVERLEAF:

illustrations of Hawthorne Plaza
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CASE STUDY ONE:

HAWTHORNE PLAZA
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CASE STUDY TWO:

COURTHOUSE CENTER AND THE COMMONS

architects
location
date of construction
commercial type
size

Gruen Associates, Cesar Felli:
partner in charge
Columbus, Indiana
1973 - 1975

the

single-level shopping center in the
central business district
Courthouse Center
156,609 sq ft GLA
24,536 sq ft mezzanine & twin cinema
The Commons
29,158 sq ft
17,642 sq ft mezzanine
GBA 240,000 sq ft

This project was for a downtown shopping center, or Courthouse
Center, opening onto the public square of The Commons.
ANALYSIS

The site of two blocks in downtown Columbus was slated for
redevelopment by a 1968 plan by Skidmore, Owings

&

Merrill.

Sears,

the biggest downtown retailer, required more space, thereby setting
the project in motion. The store's new building had to be in
close proximity to expansive parking lots to the west as well as
to the heavy pedestrian traffic to the east along Washington Street,
itself a major downtown thoroughfare.
The circulation pattern emerged as the most important element of
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the design.

Courthouse Center is composed of the anchor store,

Sears, which is linked through an interior skylit shopping mall
to The Commons.

The latter is a public square, with a playground,

cafeteria, exhibition space, information and advertising kiosks,
landscaping, performing area, and seating:

all under a roof

which is part of the same envelope covering Courthouse Center.
The city owns and is responsible for the supervision of The
Commons.
The materials of Courthouse Center and The Commons contrast with
the older brick and stone buildings of downtown Columbus.

The

decidedly "high-tech" appearance results from the use of bronzetinted glass with narrow mullions which forms the skin of the
entire exterior.

The scale, or rather scaleless quality of the

building is in a sense more typical of the standard shopping
center than of a downtown redevelopment. Most noteworthy is the
"indoor piazza" 1 of The Commons. Although naturally subject
to ~ome fluctuation of activity during the day's progress, it is
an essentially lively and humane space.

An arresting element is

that of "Chaos", a motorized sculpture/event by Jean Tinguely.
While The Commons is run at a deficit by the City of Columbus,
the continuous commercial/civic partnership of this space is
1

Dixon, John Morris, "Piazza, American Style: Courthouse Center and The
Commons, Columbus, Ind.," Progressive Ar~hitecture, June 1976, p. 69.
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worthy of note4

The Conunons serves as a link with the conunercial

space beyond it, to the pedestrian concourse of Washington Street,
and to the civic presence of the County Courthouse inunediately to
the south.
CONCLUSIONS
the public square as an entry to the marketplace
the public square as a link between the civic building and
the marketplace
the life of the piazza as the interaction of civic guidance
and conunercial activity
SOURCE
Dixon, John Morris, "Piazza, American Style:

Courthouse

Center and The Commons, Columbus, Ind.," Progressive Architecture,
June 1976, pp. 64 - 69.

OVERLEAF:

illustrations of Courthouse Center and The Commons
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CASE STUDY THREE:

SOUTH MAIN STREET AND PUBLIC SQUARE

architects

Bohlin Powell Brown Larkin Cywinski

location

Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania

date of construction

1974 - 1979

conunercial type

a streetscape to provide unity within
the downtown and to complete the sequence
of space to the park of Public Square

size

the length (1800 feet) of downtown's
central four blocks

This project was for the renewal of the central conunercial
area of a Pennsylvania city which had suffered both urban
decay and a disastrous flood in 1972.
ANALYSIS

In order to make the retail area a more pleasant and humane
place, the unifying element of a canopy over the sidewalks
was - adopted.

Built of a triangulated pipe truss of steel

from which were cantilevered tubular rafters, the canopy itself is in the form of a glazed shed with gutters which
protects pedestrians from precipitation.

The sidewalks were

broadened at the expense of the street which now carries oneway traffic.

This emphasis on the pedestrian was warrented

by the activity generated by three department stores and the
smaller shops lining the street.

This street leads to a large

landscaped square set diagonally in the city street grid.
Called Public Square, it serves as an outdoor conununity room,
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farmers' market, park, and as a counterpoint to the cityscape.
A fountain, trees and landscaping detailed to illustrate the
change of the seasons, and a performing area with step/seats
and the backdrop of a simple pipe structure sheathed with
colorful canvas panels:

all provide a lively setting for

leisure and community in an urban site.

Careful attention

was given to street furniture throughout the development,
including lighting, planters, and benches.

Special areas in

Public Square are paved in small granite bricks, many of
which are graced with petroglyphs illustrating local history
and other topics relative to the area, as well as a few discreet references to the architects' personalities and training.
CONCLUSIONS
- the reliance on outdoor pedestrian paths
- the use of the canopy to protect pedestrians from the weather
- the use of the canopy to unify a series of spaces
- the development of a node - Public Square - as a park, a
farmers' market, and counterpoint to the cityscape
SOURCE
Herbert E. Smith, "Wilkes-Barre Revives Its Downtown,"
Architectural Record, August 1980, pp. 76 - 79.
OVERLEAF:

illustrations of South Main Street and Public Square
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CASE STUDY FOUR:

PACIFIC DESIGN CENTER

architects

Gruen Associates, Cesar Pelli:
partner in charge

location

Los Angeles, California

date of construction

1973 - 1976

commercial type

multi-level mart building and specialty
commercial center

size

GBA

750,000

the

sq ft

This project is a massive specialty center/merchandise mart for
the contract and home furnishings field in a major U.S. city.
ANALYSIS

The building and its parking lots fill the 16-acre site formerly
occupied by houses, industries such as a lumber yard and a
cement-mixing business, and stores.

The enormous size of

Pacific Design Center is a break with the low profile of the
surrounding neighborhood and sets a new scale for the future
development of this section of Los Angeles' west side.

This

role as a scale generator is one of the main aspects of this
case study.
The Pacific Design Center was itself designed by Gruen Associates,
the office also responsible for Courthouse Center and The Commons
(see Case Study Two).

Differences between the two include the

PDC's greater size, its multilevel configuration, and the handling
of circulation.

Within the rigid steel frame of a 30-foot two-

way grid, "streets" were "cut" with considerable freedom, although
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the orientation was set at either 45° or 90° to the grid itself.
This horizontal circulation reflects the requirements of the
program.
A merchandise mart is unique because it functions as layered
industrial space and as "village streets"; it is a sophisticated loading dock with several hundred showrooms attached.
(At PDC 14 vehicles can unload at once onto 10,000 sq ft of
marshalling space which opens to freight elevators.) The
interior street system has to accommodate the freight that
in other markets goes in the back door, yet the streets are
dressed for leisurely window shopping.

1

Vertical circulation between the six levels of the Center
was handled by the large cylindar, clearly exp~essed on the
exterior, which contains banks of escalators for a heavy
volume of pedestrian traffic.
CONCLUSIONS
the role of the commercial center as a scale generator
the pedestrian "street", or horizontal circulation, "cut"
where needed
the clear expression of vertical circulation
the use of escalators for heavy pedestrian traffic
the use of the "street" for both window shopping and some
movement of freight
SOURCE
McCoy, Esther, "The Blue Bombshell: Pacific Design Center,
Los Angeles, Calif.," Progressive Architecture, October 1976,
pp. 78 - 83.
1
Ibid., p. 80.
OVERLEAF:

illustrations of Pacific Design Center
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PREDESIGN INTRODUCTION

The progranunatic and predesign conclusions are illustrated in
the following diagrams.
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THE PROJECT SCOPE
The Master Plan of the project establishes the grid for the
development of the site and shows the projected ultimate size
of the Clemson Commons.

The site location of the five phases

of the project are included on this plan.

Also included is

the city hall on its site across U.S. Highway 123 and the
transportation center to be developed on bhe · Clemson Commons
site.
The balance of the project is the design for the shopping
center, or Clemson Commons 1, and its expansion as well as the
parking structure of Phases 1 and 2.

The parking structure

of Phase 4 is also included to mark the connection between the
new facility and future expansion.
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CODE CONSTRAINTS
The Standard Building Code provides the minimum applicable
standards for the safety, health and welfare of the public
in the state of South Carolina.

In prorating a design or

facility for safety, the fire marshall may cite the Fire
Safety Codes as well as the Standard Building Code.
Exclusive of the Transportation Center, the Clemson Commons
complex is rated Group M for mercantile occupancy.

This

rating covers any building or structure for the sale and
display of merchandise, including shopping malls, stores,
shops, and markets.
The capacity of persons per unit (22 inches} of exit width
through doors, corridors, stairs and other paths of exit
travel in a building of mercantile occupancy is 100 via
level travel (corridors, doors, ramps, etc.} and 60 via
stairs.

The width and exit capacity of escalators is the

same as that of stairs except that the maximum width of
excalators shall not exceed 48 inches.

The minimum width

of ramps used as a means of egress is 44 inches.

Ramps

for physically handicapped shall not have a slope greater
than 1 foot rise in 12 feet.

Ramp slopes greater than 1 in

15 shall have landings at top, bottom, and each 5 feet of
154

vertical rise.

The slope recommended by the manufacturer

of moving sidewalks and ramps is excluded from this minimum.
All exit enclosures must not be less than 2 hour fire resistance.

The minimum fire resistance of construction

separating any two occupancies shall be 1 hour.
The occupant load permitted shall be determined by dividing
the gross leasible area by 30 for buildings containing up
to 150,000 square feet of gross leasable area.
A building accessible to the handicapped must be provided
with access from rights-of-way and parking areas by means
of a pathway leading to at least 1 entrance and in general
use by the public.

Parking spaces reserved for the use

of physically handicapped persons shall have access to such
pathways.

Each parking space so reserved must be at least

12 feet in width.

The number of parking spaces in a lot

reserved for the use of the physically handicapped shall be
6 spaces per a lot of 151 to 200 spaces and 7 spaces for a
lot of 201 to 300 spaces.
SOURCE
Standing Building Code:

1979 Edition, Southern Building

Code Congress, Birmingham, Alabama, 1979.
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ZONING ORDINANCE
The ordinance states the regulations and restrictions of height,
number of stories, size and bulk of buildings, the planning
and use of the lot, and the lot's location within the City of
Clemson.

The ordinances so stated are meant to protect and

promote the best use of land, to promote safety from fire and
other dangers, to make sure that light, air and aminity is
provided for, and to control the density of population and
facilities.
The ordinance restricts the use of the site on U.S. Highway 123,
zoned ''CP-3", and prohibits residential housing.

The site

is zoned for commercial and retail use.
Off-street parking is designated as 5.5 spaces for every 1000
sq ft of gross floor space.

A loading space of 10 ft width

and 45 ft length must be proveded for every 20,000 sq ft of
gross floor space.
Entrance and exit driveway locations must be at least 50 ft
(measured along the curb line) from the intersection of the
nearest curb lines.
The total area of all signs identifying each establishment
156

must not exceed 10 percent of the rear and side surface of
the building facing a public pedestrian , or vehicular way.
Free standing signs are limited in number to 1 per 100 ft
of lot frontage along the major street.

SOURCE
Zoning Ordinance, City of Clemson, South Carolina, May 1971.
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